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A graph is indecomposable if its complement is connected. If a graph is locally indecom- 
posable, then it is typically indecomposable itself. Here we study the converse. Under what 
circumstances does global indecomposability force local indecomposability? The results are 
applied to a certain class of graphs which are geometric or at least locally geometric. 
1. Introduction 
A congruence of the graph r is a partition r = IJi & such that whenever any 
vertices from distinct parts G and 4 are adjacent, then in fact all vertices of c are 
adjacent to all vertices of q. The subgraph K of Tis a congruence class of Tif any 
vertex outside of K which is adjacent to a vertex of K is adjacent to every vertex 
of K. Notice that each part of a congruence is a congruence class, and every 
congruence class K comes from a congruence K U {{x} 1 x E r - K}. 
The graph r always has two trivial congruences-one in which each class has 
size one and a second in which r itself is the only class. A connected component 
of Tis a congruence class as it is a connected component of p the complement I’, 
a cocomponenl of r. More generally, if 2 is a congruence class of r, then any 
union of connected components of 2 is a congruence class as is any union of 
cocomponents of E. 
The graph I’ is indecomposable or coconnected if its complement is connected. 
Further Tis locally indecomposable if, for every a E r, the induced subgraph & of 
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all vertices adjacent to a is indecomposable. (We take the view that the empty 
graph is indecomposable, so a graph with no edges, a coclique, is locally 
indecomposable.) If the connected graph r is locally indecomposable, then either 
r is complete bipartite or indecomposable. We consider the converse and 
wonder to what extent indecomposable (or more specifically congruence-free) r 
must be locally indecomposable. 
Such questions arise often in an inductive setting, where certain global 
reductions need not be valid locally. This models the situation in the classification 
of finite simple groups where simple groups are characterized in terms of their 
involution centralizers, subgroups which may be far from being simple. For 
groups this issue is partially resolved by Aschbacher’s standard form theorem [l] 
which states, loosely, that in many situations a simple group contains some 
involution whose centralizer is nearly simple. 
Fischer [7] proved one of the first standard form theorems, the so-called 
‘Dd-theorem’ for groups generated by a conjugacy class of 3-transpositions. 
Aschbacher [2] gave a very elementary proof of that theorem by studying 
congruence classes in the commuting graph of the class. (See also Gardiner [8].) 
Blass [3] and Weiss [16] refined Aschbacher’s ideas further. Our results are based 
upon a version of this approach which is presented in Section 2. 
In Section 3 we give a local indecomposability result for certain graphs which 
are isotropic, in the sense of Higman [ 141. Isotropic graphs can be recognized in 
terms of a slightly weaker property, a result due to Johnson and Hall which is 
presented in Section 4. This is used in Section 5 to prove a standard form theorem 
for graphs with certain local restrictions. Applications to geometric graphs then 
appear in Section 6. We deal with copolar graphs and certain generalizations of 
the Zara graphs of Zara [17] and Blokhuis et al. [5]. We also consider the more 
complex situation of graphs which are locally geometric Zara graphs or locally 
copolar, particularly locally cotriangular graphs [ 121. 
Finite copolar graphs were classified in [9]. A crucial point was the proof of a 
‘standard form theorem’; finite, indecomposable, reduced, thick copolar graphs 
are locally indecomposable. In [lo] the corresponding classification for copolar 
graphs of finite reduced rank was presented, although the required standard form 
theorem was quoted without proof. Here we provide a result (Theorem 6.3) 
which has the promised Theorem 6.4 as an immediate corollary. 
We write a - b for adjacent vertices a and b of the graph r. We have already 
defined & = {b E F 1 a - b}. For A E. r we set r, = nacA &. Furthermore define 
U’ = {a} u r, and AL = nocA &. The radical of r, Rad(r), is the complete 
subgraph P. 
ForanyxEr, setx*={yEr]xi= y’}, a congruence class of r. The graph 
r* is the quotient graph which results from mapping each x of r to its congruence 
class x* with induced adjacency. The graph r is called reduced if r = P. (Note 
that this meaning of reduced is weaker than that of [9,10, 321, where a reduced 
graph was additionally assumed to be indecomposable.) 
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2. The Aschbacher order 
We define an ordering motivated by one which Aschbacher used in proving his 
standard form theorem for finite simple groups [l]. 
For a graph r and a E r, let %a be the set of all cocomponents of G. Let % be 
the union of all the Y$ over a E lY We write A I-+ B if there is an edge a -b with 
A E 917~ and B E qt, such that {a, A} E B. We let + be the transitive extension of 
I-+ on %. The set %‘* is the set of maximal elements of (e under -+. Let 
(e,* = %$, rl %*. If I’is finite, then of course %‘* is non-empty; but in general it may 
be empty. 
Proposition 2.1. Let X E %‘* with X a cocomponent of c, that tYs, X E %?Ce:. Let A 
be the connected component of & which contains x. Then A is a congruence class 
ofr;and,foreachdEA, dlsAUX. 
Proof. Let x -d E A, and let D be a cocomponent of r, containing X. As 
X E %*, we have X = D. Thus, for every e E A, X is a cocomponent of c. 
Suppose f -d E A with f $ A. Then f $4, for some y E X, As X is a 
cocomponent of r,, we must have f E X. Thus f - e, for all e E A; and A is a 
congruence class of r. Cl 
Corollary 2.2. Assume that all connected congruence classes of r are trivial, and 
letXEce,*. Thenc=X. 
Proof. The subgraph {x} U {c - X} is contained within a connected congruence 
class smaller than I’. Cl 
Corollary 2.3 (Aschbacher [2]). Let X be maximal in % under containment. Then 
r, is a congruence class of r. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 the connected components of r, are connected 
components of r - X. q 
3. Local indecomposability in isotropic graphs 
For an edge a -b of r, Higman [14] calls the complete subgraph (a, b) = 
{{a, b}‘}’ the totally isotropic line on a and b. It is more common now [6] to call 
these lines singular. Higman calls the graph I’ isotropic if and only if for all 
u-z-b , 
ulnz’cblnzl implies ulflrl=blfIzzl. 
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This is a geometric condition. In an isotropic graph, if rlcontains two of the 
points of the line (a, b), then it contains the entire line; so Ye is a subspace of r. 
The following is essentially [ 14,3.6]. 
Lemma 3.1. The graph r is isotropic if and only if, for each edge a -b, we have 
(a,b)={a}u{c~r,(c9-1a’=b~na’}. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose all connected congruence classes of the graph I- are trivial. 
Assume additionally that: 
(1) r ti isotropic. 
(2) For each x E r, each cocomponent of (r,)* is locally indecomposable. 
(3) In T there is no x with xl complete. 
Then, for each x E r, Rad(T,) kr empty. Either r is locally indecomposable, or 
there is a vertex z of r such that r, has exactly two cocomponents Ai, i = 1, 2. 
Each Ai contains a vertex ai with r,, indecomposable but a’ fl Ai complete. In 
particular each Ai is not connected. 
Remark. More is in fact true, but this is enough for our present purposes. 
Proof. By (1) if Rad(T,) is not empty, then x ’ is complete, against (3). Thus 
each Rad(T,) is empty, and for every C E % we have lC( > 1. 
Let A++B in (e. Weclaim that BE %“. Let a-d be an edgeof rwith AE G$, 
B E &, and {a, A} c B. Choose an x E B - a’, possible as B is coconnected. 
Assume that for the edge b - c we have B E V&, C E %‘c with {b, B} c C. Here A 
is a cocomponent of both B, and CO, whence b E Rad(C,). Therefore u’ r\ C 5 
b’nC, indeed aLnc’cbLfIcL. So by (1) uLnc’=bLf7ci. But XEBS 
b’ n cL, while x .$ al. The contradiction proves B E %*, as claimed. 
Assume r is not locally indecomposable. By Corollary 2.2 we may choose an 
xcr and XE%~-%’ with XHCE%_ for some rER=c-X. Let Y= 
{y E R 1 X-C(y) E qye,>. Notice that r E Y #O. 
For each y E Y, q is indecomposable by the above and Corollary 2.2. By (2) X 
is the only cocomponent of (TV), = (r,), of size greater than 1, so yL n R c 
Rad(T,nyi). For each aEy’nR, we find alf?&2y’nc; so by (1) we 
conclude ai fl r, = y ’ rl r,. Therefore yl fl R is complete and a connected 
component of R. 
As Rad(T,) is empty, R is not equal to y ’ rl R ; so we discover that R itself is a 
cocomponent of r, which has a complete connected component. By Corollary 2.2 
the cocomponent R of r, is not in %*. But now we can start again with R in place 
of X. For some z with R a cocomponent of r,, the cocomponent r, -R has a 
connected component which is complete. This proves the theorem. q 
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4. Local balance 
A condition slightly weaker than that which defines isotropic graphs is often 
encountered. In this section we present two essentially equivalent theorems 
(proved independently in 1982 by the author and Johnson, respectively) which 
detail the gap between these two properties. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose the graph Tis reduced and, for a - z - 6, 
ifaLflzLcbLflzL, theneitheraLnzL=bLntL or b~Rad(zl). 
Then : 
(1) For any x E r with A the connected component of r - Rad(T,) containing x 
and any y E A, we have Rad(T,) = Rad(T,). 
(2) lf IRad(T,)I 3 2, then x’ is complete. 
Proof. For (1) we must prove, for each edge x -y of A, that Rad(T,) = Rad(T,). 
Let z E Rad(T,). First suppose that y ’ II z1 G x’ rl zl. Then either x E Rad(z’) 
or yLn2=dn2~. In the first case x E z*; so r is not reduced, against 
hypothesis. In the second case yl f7 Z~ =xI fl z’ =x1; so y E Rad(T,), against 
y E A. 
Therefore there is an r E (y’nz’) --XI. (In particular x $ Rad(l;,).) Now 
r E z’ fly ’ 2 xL II y ‘; hence z E Rad(y l), indeed z E Rad(T,). At this point we 
have shown Rad(T,) 1 Rad(T,). As x 4 Rad(T,), we can exchange n and y 
throughout to prove Rad(T,) 2 Rad(T,) as well, giving (1). 
For (2) now suppose U, u E Rad(r,) with u #II. As r is reduced, there is an r 
with u Tj-r- v. Note that r 4 Rad(T,) U A. Within vl we have Us fl vl cx’ f? 
V I- -xl. As rEv’ but r$u’nv’, we must in fact have U* n vL =x1 n v1 = 
xl. But A cui n VI, so A ox’. Now if x # y E A, then (1) says x E Rad(T,) = 
Rad(T,), which is clearly false. Thus A = {x}, and x’ = {x} U Rad(T,) is 
complete. Cl 
Theorem 4.2 (Johnson). The graph r is isotropic if and only if 
(1) For a-z -b, if aLnz’EbLnzL then either aLnz’=bLnzL or 
b E Rad(zl). 
(2) If x* fx, then x’ is complete. 
(3) Any connected component of r - {x} contained within r, is a clique. 
Proof. It is easy to check that the isotropic graph r enjoys (1) (2), and (3). 
Assume now that rsatisfies (l), (2), and (3). 
By (2), r is isotropic if and only if r* is isotropic; so we may assume that 
r = r* is reduced. Therefore the previous theorem is valid in r. 
All that remains to prove is that 6 E Rad(T,) forces zL to be complete. If 
IRad(T,)I > 1 this is immediate from (2) of the previous theorem, so we may 
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assume that Rad(T,) = (6). If A is the connected component of r-- (6) 
containing z, then A is a connected component of r, by the previous theorem. 
Then A must be complete by (3). Therefore zL c (6) U A is complete as well, as 
required. •1 
5. A standard form theorem 
Consider a class 9 of graphs which is closed under reduction and the taking of 
cocomponents. Assume additionally that % is closed under the taking of local 
subgraphs, that is, if r E %, then r, E 9% for each x E K Finally we require that 
each member A of % satisfies: 
(i) a’ E bL implies al = 6’ or 6 E Rad(A); 
(ii) A - Rad(A) is either connected or a union of disjoint cliques; 
(iii) every connected congruence class of A is complete or a union of 
cocomponents. 
Notice that to check (i), (ii), and (iii) for all members of 3, it is enough to check 
them in each coconnected member of ‘$9. (This is clear for (i) and (ii). For (iii) 
note that a connected congruence class of A which meets more than one 
cocomponent of A must in fact lie in the radical.) 
We have some easy consequences. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A be in %. 
(1) If A is reduced and radical free then Rad(A,) = 0, for all x E A, and A is 
isotropic. 
(2) If a E A with al complete, then A - Rad(A) is a (possibly empty) disjoint 
union of cliques. 
Proof. For (1) apply (i) twice, first within A, and then in A itself. For (2) use (i) 
and (ii). 0 
We prove a standard form theorem for graphs which locally belong to the 
inductive subclass I(%)-those members A of Ce for which each cocomponent of 
A* is locally indecomposable. 
Theorem 5.2. Let T be a connected, indecomposable, reduced graph; and assume 
that, for each x E Z, we have Z, E Z(S). Then one of the following is true: 
(1) For all x E r, the graph (,)* is a coclique. 
(2) Z’is locally indecomposable with no (C)* a coclique. 
(3) For some vertex z E T, the graph (r,)* is complete bipartite ; each cocom- 
ponent of r, contains a vertex y with c indecomposable; and, for each x E T, the 
graph (,)* is not a coclique and Rad(T,) = 0. 
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Case (1) is the expected degenerate case, and little else can be said. Case (2) is 
the generic case. Examples do arise in (3); see the remarks following Theorem 
6.2 below. 
Lemma 5.3. Let the connected graph T be locally 3. Then a connected congruence 
class of T is complete or a union of cocomponents of lY 
Proof. Let K be a nontrivial connected congruence class of r. Assume that K is 
not complete, so we may choose a path x - y - z -j n within K. By connectivity 
there is an a $ K with a adjacent to all members of K. By (iii) K is a union of 
cocomponents of r, E %. Let A = T,, and suppose c -d E A. Then {c, K} E T,, 
where K is a union of cocomponents of r, by (iii) again. Either c E K or c is 
adjacent to all members of K, that is, c E A. By connectivity r= A U K; and K is 
a union of cocomponents of r, as claimed. Cl 
Lemma 5.4. Let the connected graph r be locally 3. Zf a’ E b 1 then ai = b ‘, or 
b E Rad(T), or a’ is complete. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that Tis reduced. Assume that 
a #b E Rad(T,) but a’ is not complete. Then r, is connected as otherwise by (ii) 
(r,)* is a coclique, and a 1 is complete. Thus r - {b} is connected. By Theorem 
4.1 we find r - {b} = T - Rad(T) and b E Rad(r), as desired. 0 
Lemma 5.5. Let the connected, reduced, radical free graph r be locally 93; and 
suppose, for some x E r, that & - Rad(c) is a (p ossibly empty) disjoint union of 
cliques. Then, for each z E T, the graph (,)* is a coclique. 
Proof. As r is radical free, trivially lrl> 1. By Lemma 5.4 (&)* is a coclique. 
Thus, for y -x, the subgraph (c), = (q), is complete. By Lemma (5.1) (Z), the 
subgraph q - Rad(T,) is a disjoint union of cliques as well. As r is connected, 
the lemma follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Assume we are not in case (1). In particular for no x E r 
do we have x1 complete or (c)* a coclique by Lemma 5.5. 
All connected congruences of rare trivial by Lemma 5.3. Also Tis isotropic by 
Lemmas 5.1 (l), 5.4, and the previous paragraph. As rsatisfies Theorem 3.2 (2) 
by assumption, Theorem 3.2 applies. One possibility is that r is locally 
indecomposable as in (2). Otherwise Rad(T,) is empty, for all x E r; and there is 
a vertex z for which r, has exactly two cocomponents, neither connected but each 
containing a vertex y with r, indecomposable. As r, belongs to 9, we see by (ii) 
that (rz)* is complete bipartite in this case. This is conclusion (3), completing the 
proof of the theorem. Cl 
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6. Geometric applications 
We now apply the results of the previous section to certain classes of ‘locally 
geometric’ graphs. In particular we find standard form theorems for copolar 
graphs and for geometric Zara graphs. 
The graph Tis copolar if, for every non-edge a j-b, there is a coclique C(a, b) 
of r, containing a and 6, and such that, for each c E r, either ICI n C(a, b)( = 1 
or c’ 2 C(a, b). 
We say that r is thick if each C(a, b) has cardinality at least 3 and that r is 
cotriangular if each C(a, b) has cardinality exactly 3. Clearly the graph r is 
copolar if and only if each cocomponent of (r - Rad(T))* is copolar. Further- 
more if r is copolar then so is I”, for each a E ZY 
Let 5%’ be the class of all thick copolar graphs, and let Z(s%) be its inductive 
subclass-all those members r of YCe for which each cocomponent of r* is 
locally indecomposable. All known examples of thick copolar graphs belong to 
the inductive subclass Z(P%‘). Indeed all cotriangular graphs belong to the 
inductive class Z(Y%), a consequence of the classification of cotriangular graphs, 
[ll, Theorem 31 and [K?]. 
In [12] Hall and Shult classified all graphs rsuch that, for each x E r, the graph 
(TX)* is a finite, indecomposable cotriangular graph. In the forthcoming [13] Hall 
and Shult use this classification together with Theorem 6.2 below to classify 
locally cotriangular graphs without restriction. 
Zara [17] introduced for study an interesting class of graphs which includes all 
finite polar graphs. Blokhuis et al. [5] extended this work and showed how 
various of the assumptions could be weakened. The axioms which define these 
graphs are given in terms of parameters determined by the maximal cliques of the 
graph. Hall and Wilbrink (unpublished, 1984) showed that much of the geometric 
structure of Zara graphs (particularly [5, Section 41) is guaranteed by a single 
axiom which is a consequence of the numerical conditions but is not itself numeric 
in nature (and thus can be easily applied to infinite graphs as well as finite ones). 
Theorem 6.5 below is a local indecomposability result, first found by Hall and 
Wilbrink, which extends [5,4.11]. 
The graph r is a geometric Zara graph if always, for a, b E I’and M a maximal 
clique of I’, we have 
aLnMcb’flM impliesthat eitheralnM=bblnMorbEM. 
It is clear that a graph is a geometric Zara graph if and only if each cocomponent 
0f (r - Rad(T)) * is a geometric Zara graph. Furthermore geometric Zara graphs 
are locally geometric Zara graphs. The perpendicularity graph of any polar space 
is an example of a geometric Zara graph [17]; and graphs which are locally polar, 
in the sense of Johnson and Shult [Pi], are locally geometric Zara. 
Let 32 be the class of all geometric Zara graphs. We denote by 5% v %5? the 
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class of all graphs each of whose cocomponents is a member of FfZ U %T, and let 
Z(S% v %%j be the corresponding inductive subclass. 
Theorem 6.1. Let r be a connected, indecomposable, reduced graph which is 
locally I(S% v YE). Then we have one of: 
(1) For all x E r, the graph (TX)* is a coclique. 
(2) Tis locally indecom~osable with no (c)* a coclique. 
(3) For some vertex z E r, the graph (r,)* is a complete bipartite graph; each 
cocomponent of r, contains a vertex y with q indecomposable; and, for each 
x E r, the graph (G)* is not a coclique and Rad(f,) = 0. 
Because [ll] all cotriangular graphs belong to I(F%‘), the following is 
immediate. 
Theorem 6.2. Let r be a connected, indecomposable, reduced graph which is 
locally cotriangular. Then we have one of: 
(1) r is a single point or, for all x E r, the graph (r,)* is a coclique of one or 
three points. 
(2) I’is locally indecomposable with no (&j* a coclique. 
(3) For some vertex z E T, the graph (Q* is the complete bipartite graph KSTB; 
each cocomponent of r, contains a vertex y with & indecomposable; and for each 
x E r, the graph (,j* is not a coclique and Rad(T,) = 0. 
Case (1) is the degenerate case. Many graphs occur under the generic case (2), 
all classified explicitly in [12,13]. In case (3) exactly seven graphs appear [13]. 
One is the Iovely 25 point graph which was recently described and characterized 
by Biokhuis and Brouwer [4] as the unique connected, indecomposable graph 
with local subgraphs K3,3 and the Petersen graph, both possibilities occurring. (It 
was the solution by Blokhuis and Brouwer of this open problem of 9 years 
standing which encouraged the author to go back to the problems of this paper 
and [12,13&j 
Theorem 6.1 can be strengthened when iY itself is assumed to be a thick copolar 
or geometric Zara graph. 
Theorem 6.3. Let 99 be the class of thick copolar graphs ~7% or the class of 
geometric Zara graphs %% Let r E % be a reduced, indecom~osable graph which 
is locally I(%). Then r E f(S), that is, r is locally i~decomposab~e. 
Easy inductions then provide the following two theorems. 
Theorem 6.4 (See [lo, Section 31). Let r be a thick, reduced, indecomposab~e 
copolar graph of finite reduced rank. Then r is localiy ~ndecom~osable. 
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Theorem 6.5 (Hall and Wilbrink. See [5,4.11]). Let r be a reduced, indecom- 
posable geometric Zara graph of finite rank. Then r is locally indecomposable. 
To prove Theorem 6.1, we need only show that thick copolar graphs and 
geometric Zara graphs enjoy the properties (i), (ii), and (iii). This is done in the 
next three lemmas, which therefore provide a proof of the theorem. 
Lemma 6.6. Let A E 9% U YE’. Then A satisfies (i). That is, if a 1 G bl, then 
eithera’=bl orbERad(A). 
Proof. For copolar graphs this is [9, (2.7)]. For finite Zara graphs, this is given as 
[5,4.2]. We prove it for geometric Zara graphs in general. 
Suppose that al c b’ but b $Rad(A). Let c E A - bl, and let M be any 
maximal clique on b but not a. We then have cL fl ai n M c a’ n M c M. 
Therefore within M we must be able to find a d in (ci n bl) - (c’- n al). Now 
let M’ be a maximal clique on c, d. Then al n M’c b1 n M’ c M’, a 
contradiction. 
Lemma 6.7. Let A E S% U 92.E Either A is connected of diameter two or A* is a 
coclique. In particular, A satisfies (ii). 
Proof. For copolar graphs this is [9, (2.9)]. For geometric Zara graphs this is 
clear. 0 
Lemma 6.8. Let A E 5% U YE??‘. Then A satisfies (iii). That is, every connected 
congruence class of A is complete or a union of cocomponents of A. 
Proof. First assume that A belongs to 3%‘. Suppose K is a connected congruence 
class which is not complete. Let a -x -b f a all be in K. For c E C(a, b) - {a}, 
we have a ?_ c -x; so c E K as well. Thus C(a, b) E K. Now any point of A - K is 
adjacent to some point of C(a, b) and so to all of K. Therefore K is a union of 
cocomponents of A. 
Next assume that A belongs to 3%. Let H be a connected congruence class of 
A which is not the union of cocomponents of A. We may therefore choose a 
c E A - II with c’ n H = 0. Let a, b E II, and let M be a maximal clique on b. 
Then c’ n M c a’ n M, implying that a E M. In particular a E b’, and H is 
complete. q 
We now proceed to Theorem 6.3. Let r E 3% U Y2T.E be as in the hypothesis to 
Theorem 6.3. Conclusion (1) of Theorem 6.1 implies local indecomposability for 
r by (i). So to prove the theorem we need only show that possibility (3) of 
Theorem 6.1 can not occur in this situation. To this end we may assume that, for 
each vertex x of r, (Q* is not a coclique and Rad(T,) is empty. Let z E r with 
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(,)* bipartite; let A and B be the cocomponents of c, and choose a EA and 
b E B with & and r, indecomposable. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3 (Copolar case). Assume that r E 5%. 
By [9, Theorem 1, (2.4), (2.10)] whenever r -s -C 4 r, the singular lines (r, s) 
and (s, t) have the same cardinality. In particular, for all r E A, the line (r, z) 
has cardinality ) (a, z > 1 and, for all t E B, the line (1, z ) has cardinality ( (6, z ) I. 
Within u’ we see that ](a, 6)( = I(a, z)l, b ecause r, is coconnected; and similarly 
within bl we see that j(a, b)l= ](b, z)l. As a 4 (b, z), also z$ (a, b); so 
) (a, b)l = 2 is readily calculated inside the bipartite graph (,)*. Therefore all 
singular lines on z have size 2, and r, = (,)* is bipartite. 
For any edge, y -z, we have r, fl r, a coclique. Therefore by (ii) and [lo, 
Proposition 21 the graph (q)* is either bipartite or a Moore graph. The singular 
lines from y to z’ f~ c have two points, so we can argue as above to prove 
& = (q)*. Indeed by connectivity r is locally bipartite or Moore with both 
possibilities occurring. As r is indecomposable, this contradicts [9, (5.2), (6.2)]. 
(Geometric Zara case) As geometric Zara graphs satisfy (i), all of the results 
4.3-4.8 of [5] go through easily, showing that reduced and radical free geometric 
Zara graphs are geometric lattices and (appropriate) diagram geometries, at least 
in the finite rank case (an observation due to Wilbrink). In particular a reduced 
and radical free geometric Zara graph of rank 2 is precisely a generalized 
quadrangle (e.g., a bipartite graph). 
For our proof of the theorem in this case, we need a lemma. 
Lemma 6.9. Let A be a geometric Zara graph. For each nonedge r f s and any 
maximal clique M on r, M is the unique maximal clique of r containing r and 
S’flM. 
Proof. Let c EN, a maximal clique containing {r, S’ f7 M}. Then s” rl M c cl f7 
M s M. Therefore c E M, and N E M, completing the lemma. q 
Now we return to the theorem. Assume that rc 3%. 
The graph z1 has rank 2, so rhas rank 3. In particular, for all x E r, the graphs 
xl and (r,)* have rank 2; so (TX)* is a generalized quadrangle. 
By Lemma 6.9, for any x $ zl, the subgraph X’ meets each singular line on z 
exactly once. That is, A = r, 17 I” is complete bipartite and meets every maximal 
clique of z’ exactly twice. 
Reversing the roles of x and z and using the lemma again we see that z’ meets 
every maximal clique of xl exactly twice. The generalized quadrangle (c)* 
contains a complete bipartite subgraph isomorphic to A which meets each line of 
the quadrangle exactly twice. This easily forces (r,)* to be complete bipartite 
itself. 
254 J. I. Hall 
By the previous paragraph, the set {y E r 1 r, is complete bipartite} is a union 
of cocomponents of r, non-empty as it contains z. The complement of this set is 
also non-empty (containing a and b), giving a contradiction and completing the 
proof of the theorem. •i 
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